The basics of Vocabulize
What is Vocabulize?
Vocabulize is a vocabulary learning programme that makes language learning easier by








Allowing you to make your own lists of vocabulary (called decks)
Translating new words back into your home language using Google
Letting you type languages like Russian or Greek on your familiar Latin keyboard layout
Providing useful links depending on your language so you quickly see the best search
resources in one place
Letting you learn by retention so you only repeat vocabulary that you could not remember
Easily letting you add pictures to your vocabulary to facilitate retention
Staying in touch with other people learning in the community area

The top menu


Vocabulize has a navigation menu at the top which lets you easily jump to various parts of
the website quickly:



After you log into the website, you will typically see the deck overview page. It first shows
you your learning activity and achievements, followed by the list of your decks.
A deck is a like a deck of flashcards. You use these decks to organise your vocabulary by
topic, time or any other category. Each deck contains a number of vocabulary pairs (question
and answer).



Below you see an example for the achievements section which keeps you informed in real time of
the progress that you have made:

Below that, you can see a list of your decks:

Click on any of the blue deck links to show the individual deck menu – here is an example:









The first link lets you add and remove words from a deck so you can fill it up with
vocabulary.
Learning in Vocabulize is based on retention (i.e. how long you could remember vocabulary
without making mistakes).
The objective of Vocabulize is to earn medals by retaining words for as long as possible. For
example, if you answer a question correctly and then at least 24h later you again answer the
same question correctly, you have retained it for 24 hours.
In the above deck menu you can learn your vocabulary targeted by how long you have
remembered it. In the above example, there is one question that just did not stick for more
than 24 hours – you can only repeat that one question if you click the link next to it. Or learn
the 22 questions you could not retain for longer than a week by clicking the link below that
etc.
Below are the currently possible achievements for your vocabulary:

E.g. to get a Medal of Honor, you need to remember 95% of all questions in a deck for at
least a week – and you need to get them right 3 times in a row.

Editing decks


Before you can start learning, you need to add vocabulary. To do that, either add a new deck
(see link on the start page) or edit an existing deck:



This gets you to the deck edit mode:

You can add words directly from websites using a plug in. See the help menu or click this link!

Studying decks



Use the deck menu to start studying decks
This gets you into study mode. All you have to do is answer all questions or press enter if you
do not know them. Pressing enter will reveal the answer – you will still have to enter it to
proceed to the next question:

Vocabulize will keep updating your learning statistics in real time and send you an end-of-day email
on every day that you study.

